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Motivation

Task Definition

Semantic Textual Similarity (STS)
●

●

●

Measures the semantic equivalence between a pair of sentences, using a graded similarity scale
The scale ranges from 0 (complete unrelatedness) to some maximum value (semantic equivalence) and captures the notion that some sentences
are more similar than others
STS is useful in many NLP areas, but to explain in detail why a sentence pair is related / unrelated and to identify their differences and commonalities,
we need to supplement the STS score with an explanatory layer on top of STS

The overall outline is as follows:
●

Given input paired sentences

●

Identify chunks or use gold standard chunks

●

Align chunks across sentence pairs

●

Indicate a similarity score for each aligned pair

●

Indicate a relation label for each aligned pair

iSTS forks from STS and formalizes the explanatory layer used to describe the relations across the sentence pair

Datasets
The iSTS task released 3 datasets divided in train and test splits

Syschunk scenario:

News Headlines (H)

12 killed in bus accident in Pakistan
10 killed in road accident in NW Pakistan

News headlines mined from news sources by the European Media Monitor
Image Captions (I)

Goldchunk scenario:

Image captions mined from a subset of the FLICKR dataset

[12] [killed] [in bus accident] [in Pakistan]
[10] [killed] [in road accident] [in NW Pakistan]

Interpretable Semantic Textual Similarity (iSTS)
●

Example

Answer-Students (AS)
Student answers mined from interactions of students with the BEETLE II
tutorial dialog system

●

The similarity score is a value bounded by [0 5]

Alignment

●

The relation label can be one of the following:

[12] <=> [10] : SIMI 4
[killed] <=> [killed] : EQUI 5
[in bus accident] <=> [in road accident] : SPE1 4
[in Pakistan] <=> [in NW Pakistan] : SPE2 4

EQUI: The chunks are semantically equivalent (similarity score must be 5)
OPPO: The chunks are in opposition to each other

12 killed in bus accident in Pakistan
10 killed in road accident in NW Pakistan

SPE1: The first chunk is more specific than the second chunk

Datasets and Annotation

REL: Both chunks are related, but there is no SIMI relation

SIMI: Both chunks have similar meanings, but there is no EQUI, OPPO, SPE1 or SPE2 relation
NOALI: The chunk has no corresponding segment in the pair (similarity score must be 0)

Official evaluation metrics
There are four official evaluation metrics, based on MT alignment

●

iSTS provides fine-grained information that is of valuable use for NLU systems, in order to increase their ability to explain reasoning

F: F score ignoring relation types and similarity scores. Just the alignment.

●

The long term goal consists on using this information to produce valuable feedback in the educational domain

+T: F plus type penalty. Types between alignments need to match.

Note that 'in Pakistan' is a bit more general than 'in NW Pakistan' in this context

Datasets were annotated by one expert annotator, but employed a second
annotator to calculate ITA: 0.73 (H), 0.75 (I) and 0.70 (AS)

SPE2: The second chunk is more specific than the first chunk

In addition, there are two extra qualifiers to state factuality (FACT) or polarity (POL) nuances

They are quite similar, but...

All the datasets have been re-annotated from previous STS tasks

There are two possible evaluation scenarios:
●

Syschunks: Participants need to identify chunks across input sentences

●

Goldchunks: Participants are provided with gold chunk marks

+S: F plus score penalty. Scores between alignments need to match.
+TS: F plus type and score penalty.

Note also that 'in bus accident' is a bit more specific than 'in road accident' in this context
Note also that '12' and '10' are very similar in this context

Overall Test Results for Type and Score
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Specific Test Results for each dataset

Participation

Conclusions

6 teams participated in the syschunk scenario, totaling 16 runs

• The present edition of iSTS has consolidated the previous year pilot

9 teams participated in the goldchuks scenario, totaling 23 runs

Participant mean AVG well-above baseline
Syschunks +TS wrt baseline: +.08
Goldchunks +TS wrt baseline: +.05

• Well-defined and feasible task with guidelines that allow for high inter-annotator correlations
•

• Substantial amount of sentence pairs from diverse domains
• Top new systems continue to improve state-of-the-art
• High participation with diverse approaches and good performance
•

Best Runs

http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2016/task2/
ists-semeval@googlegroups.com

Mean +TS Syschunks: .552 DTSim_run3
Mean +TS Goldchunks: .638 UWB_run1

The annotation guidelines are released publicly in the task website

Supervised systems, unsupervised systems and rule-based systems

